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INTRODUCTION 

l 

" .. 
A recent report prepared for the National Institute of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention emphasized that juvenile delinquency appears now to be a 

more pervasive and serious social problem than in the past (Weis and Sederstrom, 1981). 

There is growing concern that the quantity and quality of delinquent behavior has 

changed. From many sources it appears that youths are committing more violent 

crimes and are doing so with greater frequency. Recent Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) 

indicate that the amount of violent youth crime is increasing. When measured by 

the number of arrests per month, the violent crime rate for youths exceeds that 

of adults (Petersilia et al., 1978). In fact, Strasburg (1978) has shown that 

the number of violent offenses committed by juveniles tripled between 1960 and 1975. 

It has also been shown that de1i.nquents are committing violent crimes at comparatively 

early ages (Hamparian et al., 1978). 

The apparent increase of violent crime by juveniles coincides with the public 

perception. 
Public awareness and fear of being 

victimized have led to more concern about the efficacy of treating violent youth-

ful offenders and to a demand for a firmer governmental response. The frequent 

charge is that the juvenile justice system has been inadequate to the task of 

preventing and controlling violent crime among juveniles. In 1980 the U.S. Congress 

amended the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 and mandated 

that the "juvenile justice system should give additional attention to the problem 

of juveniles who commit serious crimes, with particular attention to the areas of 

sentencing, providing necessary resources for informed dispositions, and rehabi1i-

tation" (Laurer, 1981: 28). 
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According to Boland and Wilson (1978) the issues of injustice and ineffec

tiveness are a result of the t t k wo- rac system which affords special treatment to 

j uven i les. f.ublic attitudes toward violent and 

chronic delinquents are shifting from a philosophy of reform to one of retribution. 

Zimring has 

in juvenile courts are 

noted that recent attempts to reform sentencing practices 

"efforts to lead sanctioning models away from the juris-

prudence of treatment and towards concepts of making the punishment fit the crime" 

( 1981: 884). T:hese developments suggest that sanctions are to be deter-

mined by severity of the offense and the juvenile's offense 

career as a whole. a e, c ange within the 'Whatever direction the policy developments t k h 

juvenile justice system should be guided by accurate data on the scope and com-

plexity of the problem of serious and chronic delinquency. 

. Wo r kin g. on ,the measur.ament of del' S 11 t' Inquency,.e n and Wolfgang noted 

h~wstUd~~~S~ of' Juve~,i1 ~ :de 1 J.~~~enc~· h~dofte~ observed that II~ 'true j ndex 'of '-': . 

. de 1 i !lq~e.n.~;<o~' de 1 i.~·qu~~~~S' mu:~~ be b d' ' . ,,:',' :'. 
, ..... ,'., " . ,.' ~se :~n' an assessment ofco':!duct during the 

enti,r~,' time, ,tha{ ju,v. e. ~i1es ~~~'~,'ubJect t'o 'h 1'" .' . ,;". . ..' t e, aw ' because,lIi,ndices based on 

a'nnual dat,a, give no hint of th ' b f J ," . e,num er 0 , uventles w~o. become delinquents before 

they r.~ach .adul',t'hood" ,and ,we suggested th t' . t' d'· . f' .. . ' . .' a a s u y 0 the del i nquency .. history 
... 

of.birt~ cohorts could p,rovide a test of lithe relatl·ve , ... , value of preventive 

action p~cgr,ams.'.~~Yi,nves~t:g~tt~g· c.~ange5· i tt f n pa, ernso delinquent conduct, 

reduction of recidivism t i . ' e c., ~ successive age cohorts as they progressively, 

. come under the tnfluence of such programs" (t964: 66-67). 

Cohort studies have methodological advantages Tn add~tion 
. .. 

to their.substantive pa'tenttal,l, Hirschi and Selvin (1967), ·.n discussing the 

problem of cau~al order---the cri~erjonfor Ju~ging the claim that one variable 

causes another-have s'uggeste'd that a solution to the problem, at least in 

principle, is the longitudinal or panel study,' "l n an ideal version of this, 

design, the investigator would select a sample ' of infants and continually collect 
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data on them until" the'y ·be·com~.ad~·~·tsl·l. (1967: 53). ·.Similarly, Far:rin~~dn"ha~"'-"'";<'" 
. .:.,' \ ',.,' .~ ... - '." '," .. ;~ ... -. :,.: .. / .. : .. ~ ..... 

. ; ' •. : . • • . . ," • . ",! ~"'.' '. 

remarked that' 10ngl tudinal surveys. 'are especia lly useful i.n .. studytn.9 .t~~ .~ou~se .:.' 

of deveiopme~t~ .. ~h:~ n~t~;~~'i"'~'i~'~~~> ~~d' t~~' p~ev~{~~c~'~f~'a ···Ph·~~~~~~o.~ ~~ ... ' .. :::,,:~:, .::;:'.;::-:. 
. ' . . .' .~ ,';. '~ .. :: ~ . ":'f . . .... ::~ .~ , .... ~ .. ::~ ':" . ~ .... '. "': -', ... ~':" ...... : .. ~: ~'=;".~,.~.":~.:' :';: 

different ages, how pheno~~na"emerg'e, and ccmtinuities and ~iscontinuities'f~om ";'.': 

earl i er to 1 ~~'~r '. ~~~~ .. '( ":9'8 j"/:';) :::.::'; ... :.:'- ;;.' . . .. ··.: ... :.·.;5.··: .. ~···.~~.·::::~5:~ .. ::: ~:·;:· .. >·,_:I·i·/t-··· ~\.-;··\.::X_-~~:~;:~.~;..··A~.·~ 
" :; .~. . , ',' . " .' \', . '. .~ .. '. . '. . ,"!-: . '~.' . . . -~-

Despite the apparent advantages of longitudinal itudies, the research 1 iterature. 

in criminology up to 1972 was mostly characterized by reports of studies that were not 
.. .- .. ~ ,:?,~.::? :.~.~:' ..... :. /::: :-: .. ' .::: .. ::.::-:-~~::::-. '.. ~. .... .... : . '-. < .... ~;' .. ". ':. ",::" /'.~: .. >:.' 

'.' .l .. o.~~i ~~d! ~.~.~.>i~.:;r~.~~t::.~.~~d ... ·~;~.~~.~.!.~./~t CJf.,~~.~ •.. ~ i r,th cohort des .. i.~~.~ .. ,~~.~t;.: ~:"'.' .:.> =.-.:'" .>'.::;: 
· .. ·:s~~~fi~~·-~f:·:·:~e~··i~ii~·i~~;'h~~~··b~e~ ·;·~'t~~spective., ba'sed on selecte/g'~~'~~s;,:'of: :,':: ' .... -... 

offend~rs fk4~~;~f·i ~'~~~;i' ~ ~~:: :.~:~.~~ ~ ~ t;~d ~~" ~~;~~ct i o~'a 1 s~~oo 1 s'~'::~:r' ~p'~rsons ". ~.~ . ,~·::::t. ::. :~.' 
:. c~~vi ~~t~i.··~r·~~:~:i·~~·~;:~~·:·~~·~~i t~~j\~ .·pena 1" f~'st i tut i ons~~ho'~'~ 'p:/;'~~'~ h'i~t~;i'· .... - «.~ .... :. 
~f 'de 1 i ~~~~;~~i :~:~:··~:;·i··~~·::.~~·U'l ~'. b':-- ~~a lyzed. Prospect ive stud i ~~ ... ~:~~. bee~ -m~~~"" :":~:: . :: 

• • :--.. .' '0 •• ; :; ." •. ._ • '.~ .::, "'.' •••• ~:. " 

less common~·:·that· h, s·tudies··of. the conduct of sele~ted groups' of. 'offenders 
. ',":' . . 

d.uring a 'p~ri~d of .. c~nsiderable· l~ngth usually beginning at the adjudication of 

a.person as a'~elin~u~~f~~is con~iction of crime, or his c6mmitment to or 
.. ' 

rel~ase fro~'a correc~ronal institution. . " . . ". :.' . "." .. :" " 
' .. 

. _. 0. 
Be~ause neither of these two types of research can arrive at more than 

partial Information about recidivism, .. ',,' :, - : Se 11 in and Wolfgang 

claimed' that It would be wtJrthwhile to approach the problem in a different 

manner: namE:~I, by'a study of the history of the delinquency of a birth cohort

a population born in a particular year, ~hos~ conf~icts with the law could be 

exa~i ned' du~~ng a segment of the cohort I s 1 i fet ime,' end i ng wi th entry i nt~ a.dul t-

hood. 
. .' 

"Such an inquiry,1I . '. :' . 
we said, "would permit us to note the age of onset 

. . 
and the progression or cessation of ~elinquency; It would allow us to relate . '," 

these phenom~nato c~rt~in personal or social characteristics of the delinquent~. 
.- ; 

and to make' ~ppropriate c~inparison~ with that part of the cohort that did not 
.' ... 

have officla"l ~~~tact 'wi~h the 1awl·l .. (1964: 6!). ':': . 
.i •. 

'. ' .. , '.. 

' •••• ' t • 
. ••• I ... 

. . ' 

.. . 

. -.: ........ :...."'~, .... ,~ ... - ... .,. ..... ~''' ... -'''-,--.. - .... --.~--,-:'.:_.~.,.,.,.,...;.._ •• _' :.:,.<.~-<'-.:.4, ~. :.~~,~. __ -"-'. • • 
·-~·~==--~,~---,~,==,=~~c-~~~, 

~~~~~- --- -- --~~-- ----.~~~~~~~~~-~~~ 
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. The ~e7i~ro.~ .. ~as. made .to study 'del inquencyand its absence n a cohort " .,:. 

: "~~,n~i.~~ing ~/~lY\~;~ ·b~~~·.·~n·.194·5· a~d resrd:i"n~j""in::PhiladelPhjaf~o~'a ~~~e····'· .. :.:>. 
'" . .' .. :. '". . . :: ...... , .. ., 

·no··.'iater th~~'\h~i/fenth 'bT'rthda/'unti 1 at leas'~ th·eir. eighteeni~~:"'~i'rlS ~'er~' .... ;, ...•.. 

ex~j.~d~d·; ·p~;:'t.{i·.·~e6~us~~::6f· th~f~"l~ deli'n~'uenc~ rates and partiy. becau~e th~":' ',' ':' . 
:~·~~~:~~.~~·!.~f!i'h~.\;~y~· :'i ni·. ~h~·.··C·i t~'~t t'he te~min~ ~ .~.~~ me~t ioned coul d be estab 1 i ~h~'~:' .:. 

.. : /~~~: ~·~~_~~~~;~;~~~.~.~·:~i~~~>::~~~~(s~r~·~.i~n: for ~i ~ ~~~~·~;'·~:~~vi c~. The f~C:t that no': '.:'< .... . 
. :·:·"la;g~:~~~l~T~~:~J~~:~~';:\h;:~:"~~;r~~i~~~l'a~'"kl nd . h'~'~"" '~~~ri:';~~~'~ :p'~'evi~~s'l;": in' th~' u~';-t'~~ '~.'''', .. . 

.~tat·~·~ 9a~~. ··:;~:·~}~~{~-t~n~f:~~t~u.~.~~····:~~ the p'~~j~~~". 'i;'~e res~l t' ;{ the effort ~6."····-;·.·~;· ~:.'. 
analyze the first birth cohort in the United States, dealing with delinquency, 

was pub 1 i shed in 1972 as De 1 i nguency ina Birth Cohort (Wo 1 fgang et a 1 .) . 

: •• 4 ~ # ..... ". ••• •• - • • •••• ' .:. "." " •• ' • ". • • • 

. .- -: ................ /.~::.: .. : .. ~'~~ ... ~ .. :~.:;.~:: .. :{~:.~:~.': <':. ,),~. '\< >. :'~~.~:" .. : :':::' ... : ::,: .. :. : .... ~: .. :.~- :~.~ .. '::>:' ·.i'.~~·:::· '. : .>: ; ..... ,:' -. . 
\Ihl~New Bi'r~h'c~h6r~;-~~~.ji~-:· ' : · .. ,::;\t:~;.:·\ -':;:'\'.,,:,' ; ;'. 

.. ':': ;.':' ':' .~<::;.:::::~ .. :;:;; ... : .. : .. ;::,:.;.: ':~/:. '. "'.::.~.;;::':.~:'.'::;';:/~.; ~:':/<.' :.:' :. ':' :·::~~;:·::.;:·(+r·::\}.'·,:· ':"':'::/~::.; ~,.:~~~~~~\:.·:(·: .. i~:: :::~:"i\ __ :':~;:'" :,;;::,~:~, /'''' 
:.:.'-:-.(~ .·a.:r~~~~.(-':~e~·~·r~·· ~f~: .~e~~~~d·~ti ons b~·:\:·h~:'·~era. I nst'j tute" of :J~sti.6~ .. (976):':" . ". : 

. ........ "', '~':::~""'., ::' ................ ~: ...... >: '.' . '.: ... : .. :.::;.); .. :.:.;: .... ~': .... '.~"~: :: .. : .. : .. : ~,:' .<, ... :~: .. ~, 
. concerned mostly. w.ith violent. del inquents, references: are made to .cohort studies:·~. ". 

:. ". " ........ ,':..... . ... ::.~; :: .... :. . . . ~': .. "~' '" .. . '.: ':, ...... :.,.< ....... ,....... . ." .. ..' .. '- '" .,. " . '. . .. :. ," 
'.. • .. • •• ' .. : ", : ';. '. • ...... #. -" . 

. . ' . . _ r- . ." 
. .. ' ";:': ... < .. :, . ~ ... :', ~:. . ... ,. \". ... " ~~~ ··~~hort f~·~~~:<·~ak~~:~- p~~~ lb le:·:~~~·:·~~~·~·~~·~a~d r'ng :.:' " . 

. ~'f'~h:~ ~·~:~t~~;5~~/~t~j~·i~~·~ .·b~havi~r.over ~ a~l in~·ue:~~.;·s· e'n't'fr~ 'I:~'~~~~'~I"~' '\ih~'n" 
dO:~~:·6n·;.t~~f~~~·i~ :~r·:~~~·,,~"~\"l~~~l~h:~'~; ~tud~, 'j""~ ··~·i~~····~~:~mi'.t~ ~~:~·~~·;s;~···6f:.th~· . .-: ... " 

," . .' _.: .... :~ .. _:~:# .. :~ ... \~~: ... ~.:.; ... :< .~ ', ...... ~!;-:.- ... ~ ,: .. '.::;' . -,' ;",.' .. : ...... ::.~ ..... : .. ~ .... : .. ~.":;. ..... ',.:. ':" .~': . -0,:.' ... ',." ... 

, re 1 at i ons'h'i p-~\c,f" a;l I nquent': b'~h~~'i:~~:'- ~nd cha~ge~ . i ~--ci~ l' inq~en·(·behav·i·o·r ~ t'o" '.,' 

man~' ~e~~'~~~h ,: ~':':--~6~"t' a ~'.:': 'a'~d o'the'r f ac'to rs •.. ;: ~n" ~~·~:i~~~' resea r'ch ~ t ra ~egy ·~OU.l d 

call for ~:~~{s~'~h '~~h~~t ·~tud~ie·s... • One';of ·~h~<·1"~~ati~ns·· ~~·i.;died· should' b~ 
Phi l~delp~i~:;·~n:·~rd~·r·· to P~~~id~ '~. ~ompariso'~ wr'th ~he e~rl·ie~. ~·.st~dy which 

could yie)~ us~ful I~formaifon about changes in delinquent behavior over tim~' 

(emphasis added) • 
. .' 

'r"", •• 
• J,I ". This.st·atement concise.1y explains the underlying rationale of a new 

cohort study.' LongItudInal cohor~ .. studies that collect data on maturation of 
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the same persons are the best if not only way to provide probabilities and 

. ,.I , •• Another birth cohort in Ph i lade 1 ph i a affords a com-prevalence statistiCS. 

, , . the effects of differential time on a geographically parative basis. to examine 

similarly situated set of subjects. Cohort changes or consistencies will 

be capable of being displayed in a soc~o-cultutal setting that 

had a poli'ti~~l,-'police and Juridical'background similar to the earlier cohort. 

Whether offense probabilities by age, race, ~ex, crime types, seriousness, etc. 

are different wi1'l be measurable : .. ,-: ;.·'"C . ==" wi th i n the same geograph i c 

bounda r i es . Another birth cohort study in anothe~ 'jurisdictlon would be usaful, 

to be sure, but differences from the present study would'have more difficulty 

being explained by reasons of g~nerational differences than by geography and 

demographic - actor.s; f whereas d t f ferenc:es ina new Ph i lade 1 ph ia .cohort . ': . rest 

more upon real differences in offensivity. Changes, if any, in drug offenses, 

~mount~ and locations of victimization through violence, kinds 

and length of court and institutional sentences, ~an be sp~cifically attributable 

to the specific. coh~rt v~riat'ions if the new cohort is located in Philadelph·ra. 

Are crimes of violence more or less today inherent in the generational wave 

1 h theWo rldWar II birth cohort of 1945? Or of a cohort born 13 years ater t an 

is the rate essentially the same and only swelJed by the total volume of children 

Is JU\lenile crime more serious on the scale of gravity produced in the cohort? ~ 

? Is the second generation more specialized than it was' in the earlier cohort 

? Do Offense careers have similar desistance 'in offensivity than the parent group 

rates? Is racial differentiation in juvenile Justice dispositions still evident? 

These are only a few of the more obvious questions answerable by a birth cohort 

replication in the same jurisdiction. 

1 
•• j-'-
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Replications of scientific findings are common, lauded and necessary in 

the physical scfences;:they are relatively rare, ~lbeit still necessary, in the 

social sciences •. ' They are even less common in criminology and criminal Justice, 

whfch is most unfortunate; In a science closer to its nascency than most, 
-'; requ i res rep 1 i cat ions . tcid~terinj'ne o'r to f nsure ~e I Oi ab iIi 'ty and ~~~. i d tty.-

• , J . • • ..' • 
'0, • 

crrmlnolcg 
. . ," ~ ~ '. 

.' .' . ..,." ... " . Rese'a'rchers i'n this field are' often' more interested. in. trying to break. ne\lo/ .. 
. . . -... ....., '.. .. "':,'. "'. -.'. - .~ . . : ... : ... , ." ' .. '. .: ':: . . .. ".- ~ " 

:. ground than'to confi~m an' ~~r1te'r travelled ·te~rain. ~.'·But when a m~thodology ..... 

.' capable of generatinga' new"s~t: ~f fjndj~g's: fm~.or~·ant:~o·:theo.ry and"a'~pi~i~~J ". ~~'. 
: app I i ca t I Q~ } ~der:.,n~ ~ r~t~~. It' s ~~~ i d be . ~~ i ~e rated i ~ ~ r d~ ~ t~ ~~ i~ ~mine '. . /" .. 

':Wh~t~erl t; ~ ~QSS i;; I ~ . ~o. &~~~ r~~;: co~s i st~;'cy . a~d .~~ .• ~ ffifm ;~h~' ~~~~;~~<bl~~v~~ >< 
: ; ~r~:~~t'; ~~ · ~;~~ ;m~ .\~~i:;';rn~~~ i~~ ofih: b i 09;~~~;:;~ ~/p~'op; ~;d:;i~i~~~~~';'/ >: 
. . '. .... ....... .. -- '.' .. ",,' .. - .. . \ .' .':i:·: .:.' 

. :··'~'an~.:p~~POS~fuqy prornc?ted·.~.~ange are sjgnjfi~ant mode'~:' ~f. sociaf :int~rv~~ti·~~~·.;·· : ..... 

:' ~;~e~ I a II y In ~'democ ta~;;: ~. They ~a ~ have S e rio U~PQ Ii oy ef f~ct; '~~a ~ ~~~.U r~~' c:". . • · ' .. 
. : .... ", ~ . . . '. .. . ;, :i' .': :. 
'-the~ be'st' ava i.1 ab l~ i~s t gh:t' b'ased"on the best· ava i lab I ~evi dence., Bi rt~.·cohorts;. 
: o~ .1 O~g i ~~~ I';~ lan~ I Y5~'{':; ro~ id~ t~1 s oppo~tun i tY.A rep I i ca ti o~ o{e~ ~d~~~t'_·· , 

. ~.<.:.; ':";.(;' '.,'<; .. :':::,".' ...... ~... . ... :. : ': ..... ::.' ... : .... ,: .. ;.:.; ... ;.::.: .. ?: .. '.".:> .. 
..... in the:same' setting 'maxrmizes'th~ valfdity and ret'iability of this kind.~f .' .. ,. '. 

. ,,:'" . . . . ., . .... .. . ,. ...... " . "';..." :::;: : . 
. ~. :.ana 1 y:s 1.:s f~·;''' the b.~~e~. i fif.: ~cf ~~c·e .. and of soc i a I . po 1 i.cY. . . '" .. ' . 

Delinquency in a Birth Cohort is still the only large-scale birth cohort 

study in this country, based upon a general izable population. Del inquency 

careers of all boys born in 1945 who lived in Philadelphia from their tenth 

to their eighteenth birthdays were described and parametric estimates of their 

offense rates and probabil ities computed. Base-line cohort rates were develope~ 

for: first offense, recidivism and offense switching rates; offense severity 

escalation, disposition probabil ities and subsequent offensive behavior. 
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The maJ'or obJ'ective of the 1958 b'lrth cohort d' stu Y IS a full replication 

of the 1945 Philadelphia birth cohort study. The data collection 'procedures, 

research design and methodology of the 1945 cohort study will be applied in 

the present research. In ge 1 . h b 1 . nera , we WIS to esta Ish the same set of para-

metric estimates as were developed earliei to determine the ;lcohort effects" 

on delinquent behavior of growing up in the 1960s and early 1970s compared to 

those activities expressed by a cohort growing up mostly in the 1950s. 

The Cohort I and I I data sets contain more thqn ample cases for fruitful com-

parative analyses. The Cohort I data contain: 9945 subjects (7043 whites and 2902 

nonwhites~; 3475 delinquents (2017 whites and 1458 nonwhites); and a total of 10,214 

offenses (4458 by whites and 5756 by nonwhites). In comparison, the Cohort I I study 

is ~uch larger, reflects a much more even racial distribution and includes females. 

The 1958 data include: 28,338 subjects (6587 white males and 7224 nonwhite males; 
., . 

6943 white females and 7584 nonwhite females); 6545 delinquents (1523 white males 

and 2984 nonwhite males; 644 white females and 1394 nonwhite females); and a total 

of 20,089 offenses (4306 by white males and 11,713 by nonwhite males; 1196 by 

white females and 2814 by nonwhite females). 

Although our analysis of the 1958 birth cohort data is yet to be completed, we 

report below somepreliminary findings relative to a fewcrucial dimensions of del in-

quent behav ior. 
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FINDINGS 

Prevalence 

One of the most fundamental questions in any study of delinquency 

concerns the number or proportion of subjects that have had official 

contact with the pol ice. Thus research must identify how prevalent the 

probl'm of delinquency is by classifying the subjects at risk at least 

in terms of the de 1 i nquent vs. nonde 1 i nquent dichotomy. I n the 1945 

birth cohort study (Cohort I) we found that 34.9 percent of the boys 

were recorded as being del inquent (had at least one official police 

contact) before reaching age eighteen (see Table la). Moreover, 16.2 

percent of the cohort were one-time offenders while 18.7 percent were 

delinquent recidivists. Of the latter group 12.4 percent were nonchronic 

recidivists (from 2 to 4 offenses) and 6.3 percent were chronic recidi

vists (5 or more offenses). 

The most striking findings with regard to the prevalence of del in-

n 0 or , . percent 0 the non-quents i nvo 1 ved race differences. I C h t I 50 2 f 

white boys were del inquent compared to 28.6 percent of the whites. 

Nonwhites were not only more 1 ikely to be del inquent but were also more 

likely to be recidivists (32.9% vs. 12.9%) and more chronically delin

quent (14.4% vs. 3.0%) than white subjects. 

Table la shows that Cohort I del inquency involved almost 35 percent 

of the cohort subjects and repeat delinquency occurred among 19 percent 

of the cohort. Del inquency was much more prevalent among nonwhites by a 

factor of about 1.7 to one, recidivists were found among nonwhites by a 

factor of 2.6 to one, and chronic delinquency in the ratio of 4.8 to one 

compared to whites, 
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d rted 'In Table Ib, for males in the 1958 
The prevalence ata, repo 

birth cohort, show a 
1 O,f delinauency, to that observed similar preva ence , I . . ' 

in Cr;llort I. Overall, 32.6 percent of . Cohort I I males were delinquent 

h tin terms of '. del j'riquency. 
34.9 Percent in the earlier co oro. compared to 

. offenders (13.7% ~s. 16.2%), slightly fewer one-time categories, Cohort I I shows . 
·d· . ts (18 9~ vs. 18.7%). However, 

but an almost identical proportion of recl IVIS . ° 
l'k 1 to be chronic offenders 

,~ recidivists in Cohort I I are slightly more ley 

(7,5% 6 3°) than was the case for Cohort I. vs. ,~ 

h Cohort I finding of the impact of race. Table Ib replicates t e 

f d 1• t than whites overall Nonwhite males have a higher prevalence 0 e Inquen s 

%) d 'In terms of the various offender categories. (41 .3% vs. 23. 1 an 
The 

differences are most striking for the recidivist categor~: 26.1 percent 

. of nonwhites compared to 11,1 percent of whites. The discrepancy is 

. . divided into nonchronic maintained when the prevalence of delInquents IS 

( ff) But the impact of race on (2 to 4 offense~ and chronic 5 or more 0 enses . 

del inquency in Cohort II is clearly less striking than oft 'was: '----' 

for Cohort I. That is, nonwhite subjects are more likely to be delin

quent and more likely to be classified at hIgher frequencies of of

fenses but the gap between the races has narrowed •. Generally, the pro-

b h a bout 21.6 percent for the portionate difference etween t e races was 

1945 cohort but is approximately 18 percent for the 1958 cohort., 
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Although interesting, the data reported in Tables 1a and b portray 

the various prevalence measures as a function of the number of cohort 

subjects in each subgroup as the denominator. Because these figures do 

not allow a breakdo~'m of del inqueiits tnto the var'ious ieveis of prevalence, 

it is more instructive to examine the types of de1inquency status with 

delinquent subjects as the base of the percentages. These results 

are displayed In Tab 1 es2a :an.d b . 

.C9Ii.or't ',;qffenders, (Tc;ble 2a) '-. , Jre more likely to 

be one-time offenders than recidivists of either the nonchronic or 

chronic variety. Further; the chances Cljre about two to one· that a -recidiv-

ist will be nonchronic compared to chronic. Cohort II 

males '''(Table' 2b) also show a declining prevalence as the fre-

quency of delinquency increases but these data also rerlect some'note-
, 

worthy dIfferences. Compared to Cohort 1,.6ne-time C6hort I loffende~s 

have declined (46.4% vs. 41.9%) while the percentage of chronic delin-

quents has increased (18.0% vs. 22.9%).,,· 
. , The propor-

., 
tion of nonchronic recidivists i~ almost Identical for both cohorts 

(approxImately 35%). 

Fo~ both cohorts th~re is a pronounced race effect in the distribution 

of types of delinquency status. For Cohort. I males, white delinquents are 

much more 1 ikely to be one-time offenders (55% vs. 34.5%) and much less 

likely to be classified as chronic offenders (10.4% vs. 28.6%) than non-

white boys. When the recidivist category is viewed separately, over three 

quarters of the white recidivists are nonchronic compared to 56.2 percent 

of the nonWhites, and nonwhite chronics exceed white chronics by a factor 
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Incidence and Seriausness 

af twenty percent. Far Cahart I I males the race camparisans are similar, 
Tables 3a, b display the frequency and affense rate (i .e., number af 

namely, a greater prapensity af white del inquents cammit anly ane affense , I 

affenses divided by number af subjects x 1000) far select crime cade categaries 
and nanwhite delinquents are disprapar.tian~tely respansible far five ar 

far each birth cahort. The'data indicate that the Cahort I I affense rate af 
mare affenses. Hawever, race disparity abserved in Cahart·1 chranic 

1159.9 is higher than that af Cahart I (1027.00) far all offenses and the rate 
recidivists has narrawed in Cahart II. That is, when recidivist delin-

af Cahart I I (599.3) is much higher than that af Cahart I (355.6) far the 
quents are classified into. nanchranic and chranic types, 43.8 percent 

graup af selected seriaus affenses. Differences between the twa birth caharts 
af nanwhite recidivists were chranic campared 23.1 percent af white 

are mare pranaunced far specific affenses. Far example, the Cahart I I affense 
recidivists in Cahart I; in Cahart I I nanwhites remained abaut the same 

rate is three times higher far hamicide, 1.7 times higher far r~pe, five times 
(42%) while the share af white recidivism attributable to. chranics in-

higher far rabbery, and 1.8 times higher far aggravated assault. The anly 
creased to. 32.7 percent. 

except ian accurs far the "ather assualts" categary far which the twa caharts 

have almast identical rates. Taken tagether, the vialent offense rate far 

Cahort 11 (149.4) is three times higher than the rate far Cahart I (47.4). 
,ii 

'~cidence data (Tables 3a, b) also. indicate a pranounced race differen-
" 

tial 1ar each birth cahart. Far bath the averall and select affenses, nan-

= whites have much higher rates than whites. Far example, in terms af the 

select affenses, the respective rates are 815.3 vs. 161.1 in Cahart I and 

888.2 vs. 282.5 in Cahort I I far nanwhites campared to. whites. The race differen-

tials are most pranaunced with respect to. the serious assaultive affenses. Far 

the 1945 btrth cahart, nanwhites have rates five times higher far hamicide, 13 

times higher far raps, 20 times higher far rabbery and II times 

higher far aggravated assault. The race effect far the 1958 birth cahart 
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dimfnishes, yet the differences are still apparent (11 times for homicide, 

10 times for rape, 11 times for robbery and 4 times for a~gravated assault) 

between nonwhites and whites. In Cohort I the general violent offense rate 

for nonwhites (139.9) is about fifteen times higher than that for whites 

(9.2). However, in Cohort I I nonwhites have a violent offense rate (253.3) 

that is but seven times that of whites (35.3). In short, nonwhites in 

Cohort I I have become twice as violent as they were in Cohort I, but whites 

have become four times more violent. 

Tables 4a and 4b report offenses for Cohort I and I I in terms of 

both the UCR classification scheme and an index developed by Sellin and 

Wolfgang (1964). The latter scheme ignores legal labels and classifies 

offenses according to the presence of injury, theft, damage or the combina

tion of these effects. An event that does not involve any of these components 

is scored as a non index event (regardless of crime code or UCR rules of 

clpssification). 

UCR index offenses for Cohort I represent about 27 percent of all 

offenses. These index offenses may be partitioned into 10 percent violent, 

7 percent robberies, 24 percent burglaries and 60 percent thefts. By comparison, 

the Sellin-Wolfgang system finds that almost 37 percent of the delinquencies 

can be classified as index owing to the presence of at least one of the scoring 

components. Further, the Sellin-Wolfgang system also finds a much higher pro

portion of violent (i.e., injury) offenses than does the UCR scheme (23% vs. IO%). 

For males in Cohort II, the data given in Table 4b clearly indicate that the 

del inquencies 6~ this group are more serious. Compared to the 1945 cohort, 

UCR index offenses constitute .. a larger share of all offenses (39.5% vs. 27%). 
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Cohort II index offenses contain proportionately fewer theft offenses (38.3 

vs. 60%) and about twice as many more violent and robbery offenses (33% vs. 

J7%). With respect to the Sellin-Wolfgang classifications, over 45 'percent '., 

of Cohort II events are classified as involving i~jury, theft, damage or 

combinations of these, compared to 37 percent in Cohort I. Thus, regardless 

of which offense grouping one picks for comparison, the data show;the more 

recent cohort to be more delinquent and more seriously violent than the 

earl ier group. 

For Cohort I nonwhites have a higher proportion of index offenses (31% 

vs. 21%) and three times the proport'ion of violent/robbery index events 

(22% v's. 7%) than whites. The 1958 cohort shows a simi lar race effect. 

Index events constitute a greater share of offenses for nonwhites (42% vs. 30%) 

compared to whites. The discf'epancy for violent and robbery offenses is less 

than it was for Cohort I. Cohort II nonwhite index events are about twice as 

likely to involve violence compared to three times obtained in the' 1945 data. 

Because grouping offenses into categories only partially reflects the 

actual serio~sness of the events, we have scored the events by weighting the 

components according to the system developed by Sellin and Wolfgang. By 

summing the weights across all components we produce a quaintitative measure 

of offense severity (Tables 5a and b). 

One of the most striking observations about these data concerns cohort 

differences in the distribution of seriousness scores. Cohort I is more 

highly skewed to the lower end of the continuum compared to Cohort II. For 

example, 87 percent of Cohort I offenses fall into seriousness score categories 

beloit, 300 and reflect the fact thi'lt delinquents committed primarily nonindex 

events. However, for Cohort II, only about 50 percent of the offenses fall 
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below the 300 level. At the other end of the seriousness range, less than 

one percent of Cohort I offenses fall at or beyond the 1000 level compared to 

23 percent for Cohort II. 

For Cohort I, offenses by whites are less serious than offenses by 

nonwhites as reflected in the fact that the proportion of whites in each 

of the 11 categories under score 100 is larger (with two slight exception~) 

than that of nonwhites. On the other hand, the proportion of nonwhites in 

each of the 13 score categories of 100 and above exceed that of whites 

(save for one white delinquent with a score of 4400). 

The seriousness of Cohort II offenses exhibits a much more even dis-

trlbution by race. About 48 percent of the nonwhite events, compared to 

56 percent of the white events, fall below 300 while 25 percent of the former, 

compared to 19 percent of the la~ter, fall at or beyond 1000. Clearly, ~ace 

differences in offense seriousness, althoug~ evident, are much less substantial 

than they were In Cohort I. 
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Offensivity of Delinquent Subgroups 

Although useful in many respects, prevalence and incidence data do not 

permit a precise comparison of delinquent behavior across categories of del in-

quency status. That is, comparing only proportions of delinquents ignores 

the important factor of the quantity of del inquent behavior. Similarly, 

relying ?olely on the incidence and seriousness of offenses obscures the 

issue of how many delinquents are responsible for violations in different 

groups. To remedy this problem we report in this section offense data as 2 

function of varIous types of delinquency status. 

Table 6a shows that in Cohort I, of 10,214 delinquent events, 8601 (84.2%) 

were committed by 1862 recidivists (53.6% of all the delinquents). Those who 

committed five or more offenses (627 or 18%), whom we have called chronic recidi-

vists, were responsible for 5305 of all delinquent events (51.9%). Chronic 

offenders constitute about one-third of the recidivist ~ubset but committed 

over 60 percent of offenses attributable to the subset. The problem of chronic, 

repeat delinquency is restricted to a small group of offenders. 

For males in Cohort I I this pattern appears with even more disparity 

between delinquent types. Recidivists are responsible for 88 percent of all 

offenses (Table 6b) but constitute only 58 percent of delinquents. 

offenders, however, have an even greater sha(~ pf offenses in Cohort II. Com-, ; 

pared to the 1945 cohort, chronic of.fenders born in 1958 committed 61 percent 

of all offenses and almost 70 percent of offenses by the recidivist subset 

(versus 52% and 60% in Cohort 1). 

We have displayed offender and offense data by race in Tables 7a and b. 

In Cohort I, the chronic pffender effect is contingent on race: although 
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recidivists account for the majority of offenses for both races (75% fo~ whites 

and 91% for nonwhites), white chronics account for only 34 percent of all 

offenses and 45 percent of offenses of the recidivist subset, compared to 65 

percent and 72 percent for nonwhite chronics. Thus, the chronic offender effect 

in Cohort I is mostly a function of nonwhites. 

Recidivists in Cohort II show a similar share of delinq4ent behavior 

among recidivists as in Cohort I for whites (81%) and nonwhites (90%). But 

in Cohort I I the chronic offender effect is maintained for both races, although 

still more dramatic for nonwhites. Among whites, chronic offenders account 

for about 50 percent of all offenses and 62 percent of recidivist offenses; 

among nonwhites, chronic delinquents are responsible for a more appreciable 

share of overall del inquency (65%) and most recidivist delinquency (71%). 

Once again, therefore, the current cohort does not exhibit the same degree of 

racial difference that characterized the earlier study. 

The relationship between types of delinquency status and del inquent 

behavior, especially the role of chronic offenders, is most evident when 

offenses are grouped by type of event (Tables 8a and b). For Cohort ), the 

chroni~ offender involvement in serious delinquency is very high. For example, 

chronics committed 63 percent of index offenses and even higher shares of 

serious index offenses (71% of murders, 73% of rapes, 82% of robberies and 

70% of the aggravated assaults). As noted before, however, Cohort I white 

chronics are far less delinquent than their nonwhite counterparts, even among 

serious crime categories. 

For Cohort I I, chronic offenders are again responsible for the majority 

of serious crime (68% of index offenses, 61% of murders, 76% of rapes, 73% of 

-- ----~-~-----
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robberies, 65% of aggravated assaults and 66% of the Sellin-Wolfgang injury 

offenses). More important, the data also indicate that this finding holds 

for both whites and nonwhites, unlike Cohort I, in which the chronic offender 

effect was restricted primarily to nonwhites. 

Despite being charged with more serious offenses, chronic offenders in 

Cohort I committed events whose seriousness scores closely resemble those of 

nonchronic recidivists. For example, 86 percent of offenses by chronics, 

compared to 88 percent of offenses by nonchronic recidivists, fall below the 

seriousness score mark of 300. Similarly, about 0.9 percent of the former's 

offenses, compared to one percent of the latter's, fall at or beyond the 10.00 

point. For Cohort I I males, however, the chronic offender is not only more 

1 ikely to be charged with serious.offenses; but his events are more serious: 

only 46 percent of the chronics' offenses fall below 300 compared to 57 percent 

for nonchronic recidivists', while at or beyond the 1000 point level, 27 

percent of the chronics' offenses, compared to 19 percent for nonchronics, 

occur. 

When seriousness scores are examined by offender group and race, the 

previous relationships are maintained without exception. For Cohort I there 

are virtually no differences in the seriousness score, distributions between 

chronic and nonchronic recidivists for both races. However, the 1958 chronic 

offenders are responsible for offenses which are less likely to fall at the 

lower e.ntl of the seriousness scale and are more likely to be classified at 

the highest points of the severity continuum. Unlike the 1945 males, chror.ic 

delinquency for Cohort I I males is 1 ikely to be both very frequent and serious. 
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Recid ivi sm 

In this section we revi~w a few of the issues surrounding the question 

of repeat delinquency. Specifically, we discuss the probability of recidi-

vism generally, of select offenses, and the escalation of offense serious-

ness by rank order of offense. However, before discussing these data it 

is useful to review the parameters of the recidivism issue. 

We have already noted that one-time offenders constituted the highest 

percentage of delinquents. For Cohort I, 46.4 percent of delinquents com-

mitted just one offense. The percentage of one-time offenders was lower 

among Cohort I I males (41.9%). On the other hand, chronic recidivists 

account for just 6 percent of the entire birth cohort and 18 percent of 

Cohort I offenders, but 7.5 percent of Cohort I I and 23 percent of male 

offenders in Cohort I I. However, for the two groups of males, chronic of-

fenders were responsible for the majority of delinquent acts. Chronics 

committed about 53 percent of Cohort I offenses but 61 percent of Cohort 

II offenses. This i~ a dramatic increase in the concentration of offensivity 

among the few. 

We have noted that chronic recidivism is more common among nonwhites 

than whites. In the 1945 birth cohort, 28.6 percent of nonwhite delinquents 

were chronic compared to 10.4 percent of white delinquents. In Cohort II, 

the race discrepancy exists but is only about 11 percentage points co~pared 

to the differ~nce of 18 in Cohort I. Regardless of these race differences, 

chronic recidivists represent a minority of delinquents who account for a 

disproportionate share of delinquent acts. 
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Approximately one-third of Cohort I subjects had a police contact for 

any offense; of these about 53 percent went on to at least a second of

fense and slightly fewer than two-thirds of these went on to at least a 

third (Table lOa). Beyond the third offense the likelihood of committing 

any further offense increases from about .71 to .82. These data clearly 

indicate that nonwhites are more likely than whites to be delinquent (50% 

vs. 28%) but, more impo~tant, nonwhites consistently have a higher probability 

of recidivating. Thus, for example, 65 percent of nonwhite delinquents go 

on to a second and almost 75 percent of these commit a third offense. The 

respective white percentages are at least 10 percent lower for these two 

offense numbers. 

The likelihood that a Cohort I delinquent will engage in a UCR property 

offense is approximately equal to that of delinquency generally (.35). 

However, the probability of committing this type of offense more than once 

is much lower than recidivistic delinquency generally (.38 vs .• 53). Al-

though the probability of committing this type of offense three or more 

times, up to ten or more times, increases steadily, the values are consider

ably lower than those of overall re~idivism. Nonwhites exhibit a greater 

probability of committing a UCR index offense involving property compared 

to whites (.45 vs •• 27) and generally a greater likelihood at various 

levels of recidivism. Concerning violent index offenses, a Cohort I delin

quent has a relatively small chance of engaging in this type of offense 

(.10). The probability of repeating this type of serious offense was low 

compared to recidivism generally and UCR property recidivism as well. The 

Initial race difference of .20 for nonwhites compared to .02 for whites 

becomes almost negl igible at the higher frequency levels. 
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Table lOb shows a probability distribution of overall delinquency for 

Cohort II males that is very similar to that observed for Cohort I. The 

chance that a Cohort II male will commit a delinquent act is close to that 

for Cohort I (.32 vs •• 34), while the likelihood of two or more offenses 

is slightly higher in Conort II (.58 vs •. 53). From three or more offenses 

the probabilities between the two cohorts are approximately equal. It is 

also noteworthy that race differences observed for Cohort I are again nar-

rowed in the later cohort. The initial probabilities show a greater chance 

of delinquency for nonwhites than for white~ (.41 vs •. 23) but the gap be-

tween the races, as we have repeatedly mentioned, diminishes as the fre-

quency of delinquency increases. 

Despite the overall similarity between the two cohorts, the probability 

of committing the select types of serious offenses differs substantially. 

Cohort II males exhibit a lower probability of engaging in a ucn property 

offense than Cohort I (.23 vs •. 34) but show approximately the same tendency 

to continue this type of offense after the first. The tendency for non-

whites to engage in this type of offense compared to whites is virtually 

eliminated in Cohort II. 

The two cohorts differ even more with respect to violent index offenses. 

Cohort I I males exhibit a much greater likelihood of entering this offense 

dimension (.25 vs •• 10) and much higher probabilities of recidivating at 

various levels (from .34 to .85 vs .. 20 to .5). The increase in violence 

exhibited in Cohort I I is mostly attributable to nonwhites. Almost one-third 

of nonwhite delinquents engage in at least one violent index offense compared 
'f' (--...,)'..,;-;:: 

to about 12 percent of whit~;delinquents. Nonwhite offenders exhibit a much 

higher probability of continuing a violent career compared to whites. 
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The mean seriousness score for all offenses and the five Sellln

Wolfgang offense types are given in Table lla for the first to the fif

teenth offense in Cohort I. The scores do not indicate that offense 

severity is positively related to the number of offenses a del inquent 
commi ts. For offenses of any type, the mean seriousness scores show a 

small upward trend as the offense rank number increases. The increment 

in offense severity by offense number for non index and theft offenses is 

almost nonexistent, although seriousness scores f or damage and combination 

offenses appear to be negatively related to the rank number. On the other 
hand, mean seriousness scores for injury offenses exhibit a strong upward 
trend for the fi rst ten offenses. After the tenth offense, the data are 
somewhat mixed, but the end points show once again a strong upward trend. 

By comparison, the data reported in Table llb for Cohort I I males 

generally exhibit an upward trend in offense severity as rank number of 

offenses increases. For all offenses and for nonindex offenses, scores 

for the higher offense rank numbers are about twice as high as those of 

the lower rank numbers. The range of seriousness scores is somewhat 

less for theft, damage and combination offenses but the upward trend is 

nonetheless clear. For·· ff Injury 0 enses, the data are inconsistent 

across the various ranks, show·lng t· grea sWings upward and downward in the 

average seriousness of offenses. 
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SUMMARY 

Prevalence - Our data indicate that males in the two cohorts have 

about the same proportion of delinquents (35% in Cohort I; 33% in Cohort II). 

However, the proportion of one-time offenders has declined from about 46 

percent in Cohort I to 42 percent in Cohort I I while the proportion of 

chronic recidivists in the cohorts has increased from 6 to 7.5 percent or, 

among all delinquents, has increased from 18 percent to about 23 percent. 

Concerning race differences, the data indicate that nonwhites are more 

likely to become delinquent and their delinquency is more likely to be 

recidivistic. Both cohorts show the same. 

Incidence - The number and type of offenses committed show that males 

in Cohort II have a higher offense rate generally, especially for serious 

offenses like homicide, rape, robbery and aggravated assault, compared to 

Cohort I. As with prevalence data, the incidence of delinquency shows a 

more frequent involvement for nonwhites regardless of cohort. The serious-

ness of the offense follows the incidence of delinquency for the two 

cohorts but not for the race differences observed above. That is, Cohort 

I I offenses have a higher offense severity with a distribution much more 

heavily concentrated at the higher level of seriousness than in Cohort I. 

However, unlike Cohort I, for which nonwhites exhibited much higher 

severity scores, the data for Cohort I I show a more even distribution of 

offense seriousness racially. 

Delinquent Groups - The distribution of offenses by types of delin

quency status shows both cohort and race effects. In Cohort I, chronic 

offenders constituted 18 percent of delinquents but were responsible for 

. 
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about 53 percent of delinquent offenses. In Cohort II, chronic offenders 

increased to about 22 percent of the delinquent subset but are now re-

sponsible for 61 percent of all offenses. However, the chronic offender 

effect in Cohort I is mostly a function of the nonwhite chronics while 

in Cohort I I the chronic offender is associated with excessive delinquency 

for both races. When the seriousness of offenses is examined, little dif-

ference is found for the Cohort I data between nonchronic and chronic 

recidivists. But for Cohort II males, the chronic offender is not only 

more likely to be charged with a greater number of serious offenses; his 

()ffenses are indeed more serious. 

Recidivism - Data on the probability of repeat delinquency indicate 

similar distributions overall but distinct differences when the type of 

offense is considered. Overall, males in each cohort enter delinquency 

in about the same proportion and show similar probabilities of recidivism: 

about .50 for a second offense increasing to .80 for a tenth offense. 

Cohort II delinquents exhibit a lower probability of engaging in a UCR 

property offense than offenders in Cohort I (.23 vs •• 34) but show the 

same tendency to continue this type of offense. However, Cohort II of-

fenders not only show a much higher probability of committing a violent 

offense (.25 vs •• 10) but also have much higher chances of recidivating 

at various stages out to a tenth violent offense. 

Recidivism data by race also exhibit a cohort effect. In Cohort I, 

nonwhites are more likely than whites to be delinquent (.50 vs •• 28) and, 

more important, nonwhite delinquents are much more likely than whites to 

be recidivists. Similarly, much higher proportions of nonwhites commit 
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for them compared to whites. 

violent offenses in Cohort II. 
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~hus the problem of recidivism is gre~ter 
\; 

Race disparity is really only evident for 

For all offenses, the probabilities of 

recidivism are very close for- both races and the gap diminishes ~s the 

frequency level <increases. Concerning UCR property offenses, there are 

virtually no differences between whites and nonwhites in the likelihood 

of continuing committing this type of offense. For viohmt offenses, 

however, the race effect is quite evident: almost one-third of nonwhite 

delinquents have been charged with a violent crime compared to just 12 

percent of white delinquents. Further, the chances of repeating a 

violent offense are much higher for nonwhites. 

Seriousness scores by rank order of offense also reflect a cohort 

effect. In Cohort I, offense severity is not related to the number of 

offenses a delinquent commits. From the first to the fifteenth offense 

there is only a sl ight (Jpward trend. In Cohort II, the opposite is true: 

for the higher offense numbers, seriousness scores are about twice as high 

as those of the lower rank offense numbers. Thus, recidivism in the later 

cohort i s< assoc i ated wi th a higher average offense sever i ty than was the 

case in the first cohort. 

For all offenses, seriousness scores are about twice as high among 

high offense frequency ~s they are among low offense frequency. The 

l11'~an seriousness suore for the first offense (430.62). is less than half 

the mean score for the fifteenth offense (879.45). 
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A CONCLUSION 

Cohort 11--13 years later than Cohort I--does not have more persons 

with a delinquency record than Cohort I. But Cohort I I, growing up in 

the late 60's and early 70's, committed more crimes and much more serious 

crimes. Both cohorts start their criminal careers as juveniles. 

One policy consideration is that criminal career programs should 

always have access to juvenile delinquency records, at least for those 

delinquents who exhibit serious and violent criminality. Without juvenile 

records, adults at age 18 are denuded of their violent, injurious criminal 

history and become virginal offenders in adult court. We know that 88 

percent of adult offenders had a delinquency record. 

A pervasive question is whether Cohort I I, a very violent criminal 

population of a small number of nasty, brutal offenders, is a demographic 

aberration. \vi 11 Cohort III, born, for example, in 1970, be as violent 

over their juvenile careers1 We do not know. We suspect several things. 

The rate of violent crime by Udangerous" offenders will decrease, nationally, 

because of the reduction of the 15-24 age group in the population. We 

also suspect that, because fertility rates of nonwhites will continue to 

be higher than white rates, violent crime among nonwhites will not be 

abated until the end of this century. 

If we exclude urban and racial riots, which many social observers 

anticipate, ordfnary crimes of violence should, in the aggregate, decline. 

But a smaller adolescent/young adult population may still have an increase 

iO violent crime." 
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Cohort I I may be an aberrant display of violence. Cohort I I I may be 

less violent. We need to know. If Cohort I I had had a social response 

that was more retributive, perhaps the effect would be reflected in 

lower rates of violence among Cohort I II subjects. The social policy of 

today can affect the behavior of juveniles of tomorrow. We need not 

direct our policy to what the offense rate might be ten years from now. 

We should have a policy for the present cohorts of delinquency. 

Recall that current juveniles are violent, the most violent population. 

They are here and now. Society should react to the present corpus of 

violence whatever may be the diminished or increased exhibition of criminal 

violance in the next generation. 

Cohort II is an escalation of violent criminality, a fearful phenomenon 

for the general population, a surplus of cases for prosecutors and judges. 

Cohort II is not unusual in the small cadre of serious, chronic, violent 

offenders. They are simply more violent. Our social reaction to such 

criminality should be related to our knowledge that offenders who are 

young begin their violent harm early in life and should be socially con-

trolled equally early in life. 

We can adjust our societal reaction to each cohort. We should react 

strongly to that small cadre of violent people and react softly to non

serious offenders. Cohort III could be less violent if we had had a more 

stern reaction to Cohort II. Or Cohort II I may,su! generis, be less 

violent. 

[··1-'·· 
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Each birth cohort, however large, is but a life history, a single 

case study in the demography of time. Although these biographies march 

through time together biologically--at least generally so--they do not 

all cross the threshold from legally conforming to legally violating 

behaviors. And those who do have different paces: some start earlier 

than others and never stop; most turn back over the threshold and are 

not seen officially again. Now, the application of social control, of 

social intervention to reduce future crime, can make use of that know'ledge 

by recognizing differential life paths and paces, by taking into account 

delinquent/criminal transition probabilities. A juvenile and criminal 

justice policy that focuses on the few at the .most propitious time has 

the greatest likelihood of effecting change. Social intervention applied 

to those few need not be merely restrictive and depriving of liberty; 

it can also be healthful for and helpful to those who are under control. 

No scheme for the control of criminal violence can have immediate 

and universal effect. If at all successful, it wi 11 have systemic 

effects rippling through a successive chain of cohorts. Thus, when and 

how 15-year-old violent offenders are handled in one decade can have an 

effect on how 15-year-olds behave in a later decade. By observing 

several birth cohorts we can hope to measure the socially vertical 

effects over time. 

We are still sufficiently close to the juvenile years of Cohort II 

to design policy based on what we have learned in analyzing delinquent 

and ~iolent careers. Preparing now for a program aimed at reducing 
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future violence (of one, two or three decades) is proper. A Cohort II I 

might be less violent without a concerted policy of social control now, 

but inaction could be a dangerous and costly social experiment. Planning 

social interaction now mayor may not produce a less dangerous Cohort III. 

If Cohort I II were to be less violent we might not know whether it was 

due to a past policy or to a kind of generational' spontaneous remission. 

But developing policy now, based on what we have observed, is at worst 

most likely to be benign and at best to be benevolent. 

l\ 
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TABLE la 
Numbu and Pt!1'Cenrage (of Totlll Cohort) 
of DelinquenB by Frequency Ctztego", tmd Rilce 

Nonwhites Whites AU 

N % N % N % 

Cohort 2,902 7,043 9,945 
Delinquents 1,456 50.2 2,019 2S.6 3,475 34.9 

One·(jme offenders 503 17.3 1,110 15.7 1.613 16.2 
Recidivists 953 32.9 909 12.9 1,862 lS.7 

Chronic 417 14.4 210 3.0 627 6.3 
Non-chronic 536 18.5 699 9.9 1.235 12.4 

(Source: Wolfgang, Figlic, Sellin, 1972:p.89) 

, , , 

. . 

TABLE 1b 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE (OF COHORT GROUP) OF 
DELINQUENTS BY FREQUENCY CATEGORY AND RACE 

(COHORT II MALES) 

Whi te Nonwhite 

Category N % N % 

Subjects 6587 7224 

Nondelinquent 5064 76.9 4240 58.7 

Del i nquent 1523 23. 1 2984 41.3 

De 1 i nquents 1523 2984 

One-time 791 12.0 1099 15.2 

Recidivist 732 11. 1 1885 26.1 

Recidivists 732 .~ ;j 1885 

Non-chronic 493 7.5 1094 15. 1 

Chronic 239 3.6 791 10.9 

All 

N % 

13811 

9304 67.4 

4507 32.6 

4507 

1890 13.7 

2617 18.9 

2617 

1587 11.4 

1030 7.5 
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TABLE 2a 
Numb~r and P~TC~nt4'~ (of Specific Dl!linqu~nl Subgroup) 
of Off~nd~n by Fnqu~ncy CzI1!f01')I and Rac~ 

Nonwhites Whites 

N % N 
,. 

Cohort 2.902 7,043 
Delinquent 1,456 50.2 2.019 

One-lime offenders 503 34.5 1,110 
Recidivists 953 65.4 909 

Chronic 417 43.8 210 
Non-chronic 536 56.2 699 

(Source: Wolfgang, Figlio, Sellln, 
1972:p.90) 

% 

28.6 

55.0 
45.1 

23.1 
76.9 
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TABLE 2b 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE (OF SPECIFIC DELIN~UENT GROUP) 
OF DELINQUENTS BY FREQUENCY CATEGORY AND RACE 

(COHORT II MALES) 

White Nonwhite 

Category N % N % 

De 1 i n9uent~ 1523 2984 

One-time 791 51.9 1099 36.8 

Non-chronic 493 32.4 1094 36.7 
recidivist 

Chronic 239 15.7 791 26.5 
recidivist 

Recidivists 732 1885 

Non-chronic 493 67.3 1094 58.0 
recidivist 

Chronic 239 32.7 791 42.0 
recidivist 

All 

N % 

4507 

1890 41.9 

1587 35.2 

1030 22.9 

2617 

1587 10.6 

1030 39.4 
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TABLE Ita 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS AND FREQUENCY AND MEAN NUMBER OF 
OFFENSES FOR SELECT OFFENSE GROUPS BY RACE 

(COHORT I) 

Whi te Nonwhite 

c 3tegory Off d en ers Off enses M ean Off d en er Off enses M ean 

Ai 1 offenses 2019 lf458 2.20 1lf56 5756 3.95 

UCR Index offenses 580 9lfl 1.62 777 1787 2.29 

UCR non-Index offenses 1850 3517 1.90 1309 3969 3.03 

-
Murder, Rape, Agg. Assault 42 lf6 1.09 189 232 1.22 

Robbery 18 20 1.11 137 173 1.26 

Burglary 173 247 1.42 273 395 L44 

Larceny, Auto Theft 41,4 628 I." 1 5lt7 987 1.80 

Sellin-Wolfgang injury 230 262 1.13 434 . (,16 1. 41 

Se 11 i n-Wo 1 fgang theft 459 668 1.1,5 550 981 1. 78 

Sellin-Wolfgang damage 223 241, 1.09 214 Z1,l 1. 12 

Sellin-Wolfgang combination 180 229 1.27 350 572 1.63 

Sellin-Wolfgang non-index 1697 3055 1.80 1222 3346 2.74 

--

All 

Off d r Off en e enses M ean 

3"75 1021lf 2.93 

1357 2728 2.01 

3159 7486 2.36 

231 278 1.20 

155 193 1.24 

446 642 1.43 

991 1615 1.62 

664 878 1. 32 

1009 1649 1.63 

437 485 1. 10 

530 801 1.51 

2919 6"01 2.19 

1: 
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TABLE 4b 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS AND FREQUENCY AND MEAN NUMBER OF 
OFFENSES FOR SELECT OFFENSE GRqUPS BY RACE 

(COHORT ! I MALES) 

Whl te Nonwhl te 

c ategory Off d en ers Off enses M ean . Off d en ers Off enses 

All offenses 1523 4306 2.82 2984 11713 

- , 

UCR Index offens/es 615 1304 2.12 185" 5023 

UCR non-Index offenses 132" 3002 2.26 2502 6690 

Murder, Rape, Agg. Assault 117 130 1.11 459 607 

Robbery 86 103 1.19 737 1223 

Burglary, Arson 275 "72 1. 71 806 1368 

larceny, Auto Theft 381 599 1.57 1044 1825' 
-, 
Sellin-Wolfgang Injury 221 268 1.21 674 970 

Sellin-Wolfgang theft 337 520 1.54 1192 2191 

Sellin-Wolfgang damage 345 "77 1.38 759 1078 

Se III n-~/o I fgang comb I na t Ion 254 389 1.53 806 1385 

Se III n-\~o I fgang non-Illdex 1225 2652 2.16 2379 6089 
I' 

M ean Off d en ers Off enses M ean 

3.92 "507 16019 3.55 

'"-" 

2.70 2"69 6327 2.56 

2.67 "3826 9692 2.53 

I. 32 576 737 1.27 

1.65 823 1326 1.61 

1.69 1081 18,~0 I. 70 

I. 74 1425 2424 1. 70 

1.43 895 1238 I. 38 

1.83 1529 2711 1. 77 

1.42 1104 1555 1.40 

1. 71 1060 177" 1.67 {/. 

2.55 3604 8741 2.42 
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TABLE Sa 
Riz" of D~lifUlUma by Offm!e SD'ic1tJ$MU SCfJI'e 

! 
l·:~ 
1 ,-
}-

t 
t 

Nonwhites Whites Total Offense 
Seriousness 

" N % N "" Score N 

21.94 !,480 33.20 3,088 30.23 1- 1.608 
.80 26 .58 72 .70 2-18 46 

1,170 11.45 10.51 565 12.67 19- 605 

1 TABLE 5b i 
t· ~ 

OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS SCORE BY RACE 
1, 

1 
5.76 449 4.40 20-29 192 3.34 251 

4.60 225 5.06 470 30- 39 245 4.26 
3.28 131 1.,38 198 4.44 335 40-49 

(COHORT MALES) 
I 

/I l' 
j 

f' 
18 .40 31 .30 SO-59 13 .23 

2.36 229 2.24 60-69 124 2.15 105 
156 1.53 1.32 80 1.19 70-79 76 
67 .66 80-89 45 .78 22 .4~ 

.12 3 .OS 9 .20 12 90-99 
10.54 1,516 14.84 100 - 199 1,046 IS.17 410· 

1.337 13.09 566 12.69 200- 299 111 13.39 
4.96 605 5.92 300- 399 384 6.67 221 

3.59 133 2.98 367 400- 499 234 4.07 
59 .58 .59 25 .56 500- 599 34 

14 .31 61 .60 600-699 41 .82 
.66 52 .90 IS .34 67 700-799 

.38 3 .07 2S .24 SOO- S99 22 
.02 8 .08 900- 999 7 .12 1 

.6.5 .80 20 '.45 66 1000-1999 46 
2 .04 20 .20 2000- 2999 18 .31 

.04 3 .03 3000- 3999 1 .02 2 
.01 0 0 1 .02 1 4000+ 

5,756 100.00 4,458 100.00 10.214 100.00 Total 
114.15 130.80 92.S8 Mean score 

Wcilhted rate 
per 1,000 

2594.4 587.9 1172.4 cohort subjcCU 
Wcilhted rate 

per 1,000 
5163.8 2052.8 3355.2 delinquents 

(Source: Wolfgang, Figllo, Sellin, 1972:p.76) 

r 
l Offense Nonwhite White Total 
t 

Seriousness r 
I Score N % N % N % 
-r' 

r less than 20 212 1.83 118 2.76 330 2.08 
1-

20-29 1748 15.05 335 7.83 2083 13. I 1 
1 
I 30-39 4 .03 1 .02 5 .03 
t 40-49 I-

i 50-59 3 .03 3 .02 
, 
} 
i 60-69 
t 70-79 4 .03 1 .02 5 .03 1 80-89 736 6.34 332 7.76 1068 6.72 I 90-99 2 .02 2 .01 
{" 100-199 2115 18.21 1331 3 I • 11 3446 21.69 I ,- 200-299 811 6.98 295 6.90 1106 6.96 1. 300-399 607 5.23 273 6.38 880 5.54 ! 400-499 426 3.67 152 3.55 578 3.64 

I 

500-599 223 1.92 95 2.22 318 2.00 
I , ' 
~\; 

600-699 430 3.70 114 2.66 544 3.42 
t\ I( : 700-799 292 2.51 103 2.41 395 2.49 r 800-899 440 3.79 114 2.66 554 3.49 r. 900-999 664 5.72 192 4.49 856 5.39 t 1000-1999 2522 21.72 757 17.70 3279 20.63 

t~ C' 

2000-2999 212 1.83 48 I. 12 260 1.64 L 3000-3999 73 .63 10 .23 83 .52 
I ' 
~ " 4000+ 89 .77 7 .16 96 .60 
~ , 
i . 
L 
'-f;: Total 1 16 I 3 100.00 4278 100.00 15891 100.00 
1 r 
" x_ ' 
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TABLE 6a 
Offmden tmd Offenses by Delinquent Subvoups 

Offenders Offenses 

N % N % 

Delinquents: 3,475 100.0 10.214 100.0 
One-time offendets 1,613 46.4 1.613 15.8 
Chronic recidivists 627 18.0 S.305 51.9 

Non-chronic ~cidivists 1,235 35.6 3,296 32.3 

Recidivists: 1,862 100.0 8.601 100.0 

Chronic 627 33.7 S.30S 61.7 
Non-chronic 1,235 66.3 3,296 38.3 

(Source: Wolfgang, Figlto, Sellin, 1972:p.89) 

Category 

De 1 i nquents : 

one-time 

non-chronic 

TABLE 6b 

OFFENDERS AND OFFENSES BY 
DELINQUENT SUBGROUPS 

(COHORT I I MALES) 

Offenders 

N % 

4507 100.00 

1890 41.9 

recidivists 1587 35.2 

chronic recidivists 1030 22.9 

Recidivists: 2617 100.00 

nonchronic 1587 60.6 

chronic 1030 39.4 

--

Offenses 

N % 

16019 100.00 

1890 11.8 

4358 27.2 

9771 61.0 

14129 100.00 

4358 30.8 

9771 69.2 
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TABLE 7a 

OFFENDER AND OFFENSES BY DELINQUENT SUBGROUPS BY RACE 

(COHORT I MALES) 

WHITE NONWHITE 
\'\ 

Offenders Offenses Offenders Offenses II 

Categor.y N % N % N % N % 

Delinquents: 2019 100.00 4458 100.00 1456 100.00 5756 100.00 

one-time 1110 54.9 1110 24.9 503 34.5 503 8.7 

non-chronic 
recidivist 699 34.6 1817 40.7 536 36.8 1479 25.7 

chronic recidivist 210 10.4 1531 34.3 417 28.6 3774 65.6 

Recidivists: 909 100.00 3348 100.00 953 100.00 5253 100.00 

non-chronic 
rec i d i vis t . 699 76.9 1817 54.3 536 56.2 1479 28.1 

chronic recidivist 210 23. 1 1531 45.7 417 '13.8 3774 71.8 

, 
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Category 

De 1 I nquents: 

one-time 

non-chronic 
recid ivl st 

chronic recidivist 

Recidivists: 

non-chronic 
recidivist 

chronic recidivist 

\ 

TABLE 7b 

OFFENDERS AND OFFENSES BY DELINQUENT SUBGROUPS BY RACE 

(COHORT II MALES) 

WHITE 

Offenders Offenses 

N % N % 

1523 100.00 4306 100.00 

791 51.9 791 18.4 

493 32.4 1322 30.7 

239 15.7 2193 50.9 

732 100.00 3515 100.00 

493 67.4 1322 37.6 

239 32.6 2193 62.4 

NONWHITE 

Offenders 

N % 

2984 100.00 

1099 36.8 

1094 36.7 

791 26.5 

1885 100.00 

1094 58.00 

791 42.00 

Offenses 

N 

11713 

1099 

3036 

7578 

10614 

3036 

7578 

% 

100.00 

25.9 

64.7 

100.00 

28.6 

71.4 
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Offense 

All 

Index 

Non-
Index 

Murder 

Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated 
Assault 

Injury 

\ 

TABLE 8a 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SELECT OFFENSES FOR DELINQUENT GROUPS BY RACE 

WHITE 

Non- Chronic 
One- Chronic Recidi
Time Recidivist vist Total 

1110 1817 1531 4458 
24.90 40.76 34.34 

145 346 450 941 
15.41 36.77 47.82 

965 1471 1081 3517 
27.44 41 .82 30.74 

0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

I 2 3 6 
16.67 33.33 50.00 

,. 6 135 145 
2.76 4. 14 93.10 

6 15 19 40 
15.00 37.50 47.50 

68 130 92 290 
23.45 44.83 31.72 

(COHORT I) 

NONWHITE 

Non- Chronic 
One- Chronic Recidl-
T~me Recidivist vist Total 

503 1479 3774 5756 
8.74 25.69 65.57 

119 392 1276 1787 
6.66 21 .94 71 .40 

384 1087 2498 3969 
9.67 27.39 62.94 

1 3 10 14 
7. II, 21.43 71.43 

3 6 29 38 
7.89 15.79 76.31 

6 42 125 173 
3.47 24.28 72.25 

12 35 133 180 
6.67 19.44 73.89 

56 190 519 765 
7.32 24.84 67.84 

ALL 

Non- Chronic 
One- Chronic Recidi-
Time Recidivist vist Total 

1613 3296 5305 10214 
15.79 32.27 51.94 

264 738 1726 2728 
9.68 27.05 63.'1.7 

1349 2558 3579 7486 
18.02 34.17 47.81 

I 3 10 II, 
7. II, 21.43 71 .43 

4 8 32 44 
9.09 18. 18 72.73 

10 48 260 318 
3. II, 15.09 81.76 

18 50 152 220 
8. !8 22.13 69.09 

124 320 611 1055 
11.75 30.33 57.91 

.' 
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TI\BLE '3b 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SELECT OFfENSES FOR DELINQUENT GROUPS BY RACE 

(COHORT II MALES) 
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TABLE 9a 

OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS SCORE BY OFFENDER GROUP AND RACE 

COHORT I 

WHITE NONWHITE ALL 
Ser iousness Offender Group Offender Group Offender Group Score 2-4 5+ . Total 2-4 5+ Total 2-1f 5+ Total 
1-19 '616 ;857 598 2071 243 645 :;;:'371 2259 859 1502 1969 4330 29.74 41.38 28.87 10.76 28.55 60.69 19.84 34.69 45.47 55.50 47.17 39.06 46.46 48.31 43.61 36.33 39.25 53.25 45.57 37.12 42.39 

~i 20-29 66 126 65 257 14 46 132 192 80 172 197 449 25.68 49.03 25.29 7.29 23.96 68.75 17.82 38.31 43.88 5.95 6.93 4.25 5.76 2.78 3. 1 1 3.50 3.34 4.96 5.22 3.71 4.40 
30-39 41 74 1)0 225 15 47 183 245 56 121 293 470 18.22 32.89 49.89 6.12 19.18 74.69 11.91 25.74 62.34 3.69 4.07 7.18 5.05 2.98 3. 18 4.85 4.26 3.47 3.67 5.52 
40-49 56 86 56 198 13 44 80 137 69 130 136 28.28 43.43 28.28 9.49 32.12 58.39 20.60 38.81 40.60 5.05 4.73 3.66 4.44 2.58 2.97 2.12 2.38 4.28 3.9" 2.56 3.28 
50-59 2 6 10 18 0 1 12 13 2 7 22 31 11. 11 33.33 55.56 0.00 7.69 92.31 6.45 22.58 70.97 0.18 0.33 0.65 0.40 0.00 0.07 0.32 0.23 0.12 0.21 0."1 0.30 
60-69 20 "3 42 105 8 28 88 124 28 71 130 229 i. 19.05 "0.95 40.00 6.45 22.58 70.97 12.23 31.00 56.77 I 

j. 1.80 2.37 2.7" 2.36 1.59 1.89 2.33 2.15 1.74 2. 15 2."5 2.24 ij 
;j . 

" ~~ 70~79 29 29 . 22 80 4 21 51 76 33 50 73 156 H 
t1 36.25 36.25 27.50 5.26 27.63 67.11 21 . 15 32.05 46.79 fj ., 2.61 1 .. 60 1. ,.4 1. 79 0.80 1.42 1.35 1.32 2.05 1.52 1.38 1.53 j , 
I 
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r TABLE 9a (cont.) 

COHORT I 
~ 

WHITE .NONWHITE ALL --
Seriousness Offender Group Offender Group Offender Group 
Score 2-4 5+' Total 2-4 5+ Total 2-4 5+ Total 

80-89 1 8 13 22 0 6 39 45 1 14 52 67 
4.55 36.36 59.09 0.00 13.33 86.67 1.49 20.90 77 .61 
0.09 0.44 0.85 0.49 0.00 0.41 1.03 0.78 0.06 0.42 0.98 0.66 

90-99 I 3 5 9 ·0 2 i 3 1 5 6 12 
11. 11 33.33 55.56 0.00 66.67 33.33 8.33 1;1.67 50.00 
0.09 0.17 0.33 0.20 0.00 0.14 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.15 O. 11 0.12 

100-199 95 202 173 470 91 238 717 1046 186 440 890 1516 
20.21 ~2.98 36.81 8.70 22.75 68.55 12.27 29.02 58.71 
8.56 1), 12 11.30 10.54 18.09 16.09 19.00 18.17 11.53 13.35 16.78 14.84 

200-299 106 201 259 566 59 180 532 771 165 381 791 1337 
,18.73 35.51 45.76 7.65 23.35 69.00 12.34 28.50 59.16 

9.55 11.06 16.92 12.70 11.73 12.17 14. 10 13.39 10.23 11.56 14.91 13.09 

300-399 33 82 106 221 25 97 262 384 58 179 368 605 
14.93 37.10 47.96 6.51 25.26 68.23 9.59 29.59 60.83 
2.97 4.51 6.92 4.96 4.97 6·56 6.94 6.67 3.60 5.43 6.94 5.92 

400-499 28 57 48 133 17 68 149 234 45 125 197 367 
21.05 42.86 36.09 7.26 29.06 63.68 12.26 34.06 53.68 
2.52 3.14 3. 14 2.98 3.38 4.60 3.95 4.07 2.79 3.79 3.71 3.59 , 

r, 
:' 

500-599 5 12 8 25 2 7 25 34 7 19 33 59 ~ ~ 
Ii 

20.00 48.00 32.00 5.88 20.59 73.53 11 .86 32.20 55.93 U J! 
0.45 0.66 0.56 o.lto 0.lt7 0.66 o .it 3 0.58 0.62 0.58 !)" . 1/ 

0.52 0.59 ~ j 
,! 

600-699 1 11 2 14 2 13 32 47 3 2lt 3lt 61 :1 
;'/ 

J.14 78.57 14·.29 4.26 27.66 68.09 4.92 39.3lt 55.74 ~ 
I 

0.09 0.61 0.13 0.31 0.40 0.88 0.85 0.82 0.19 0.73 0.64 0.60 

\ 
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Ser iousneS5 
Score 

700-799 

800-899 

900-999 

1000-1999 

2000-2999 

3000-3999 

4000+ 

Total 

WHITE 

Offender Group 
2-~ 5+ . Total 

6 
40.00 
0.5~ 

o 
0.00 
0.00 

o 
0.00 
0.00 

7 
46.67 
1\.39 

I 
33.33 
0.06 

0 
0.00 
0.00 

~ 8 
20.00 40.00 
0.36 0.44 

0 2 
0.00 100.00 
0.00 O. II 

0 I 
0.00 50.00 
0.00 0.06 

0 I 
bl.oo 100.00 
0.00 0.06 

1110 1817 
24.90 40.76 

2 
13.33 
0.13 

2 
66.67 
0.13 

I 
100.00 

0.07 

8 
40.00 
0.52 

o 
0.00 
0.00 

I 
50.00 
0.07 

o 
0.00 

15 

0.34 

3 

0.07 

0.20 

20 

0.45 

2 

0.04 

2 

0.04 

0.00 0.02 

1531 4458 
34 . 3~ 100.00 

Percents given are row and column respectively. 

\ 

TABLE 9a (cont.) 

COHORT I 

NONWHITE 

Offender Group 
2-~ 5+ Total 

6 12 
11.54 23.08 

I. 19 0.81 

0 3 
0.00 13.64 
0.00 0.20 

1 0 
14.29 0.00 
0.00 0.16 

2 17 
4.35 36.96 
0.40 1. 15 

1 4 
5.56 22.22 
0.20 0.27 

0 0 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

0 0 

34 
65.38 
0.90 

19 
86.36 
0.50 

6 
85.71 
0.12 

27 
58.70 
0.72 

13 
72.22 
0.34 

, 
100.00 

0.03 

0 

52 

0.90 

22 

0.38 

7 

0.06 

46 

0.80 

18 

0.31 

0.02 

o 

503 1479 3774 5756 
8.74 25.69 65.57 100.00 

12 
17.91 
0.74 

0 
0.00 
0.00 

1 
12.50 
0.00 

6 
9.09 
0.37 

1 
5.00 
0.06 

0 
0.00 
0.00 

0 
0.00 
0.00 

ALL 

'Offender Group 
2-4 5+ Total 

19 
28.36 
0.58 

4 
16.00 
0.12 

0 
0.00 
0.13 

25 
37.88 
0.76 

6 
30.00 
0.18 

1 
33.33 
0.03 

1 
100.00 

0.03 

36 
53.73 
0.68 

21 
84.00 
0.40 

7 
87.50 

0.08 

35 
53.03 
0.66 

13 
65.00 
0.25 

2 
66.67 
0.04 

0 
0.00 
0.00 

67 

0.66 

25 

0.24 

8 

66 

0.65 

20 

0.20 

3 

0.03 

0.01 

1613 3296 5305 10214 
15.79 32.27 51.94 100.00 
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OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS SCORE BY OFFENDER GROUP AND RACE 

COHORT II HALES 

WHITE NONWHITE All 

Seriousness Offender Group Offender Group Offender Group 
Score 2..,4 5+' Total 2-4 5+ Total 2-4 5+ Total 

1-19 26 43 49 118 29 64 119 212 55 107 168 330 
22.03 36.44 41.53 13.68 30.19 56.13 16.67 32.42 50.91 

3.29 3.27 2.25 2.76 2.65 2.12 1.59 1.83 2.92 2.47 1. 74 2.08 

20-29 64 94 177 335 215 526 1007 17lt8 279 620 1184 2083 
19.10 28.06 52.84 12.30 30.09 57.61 13.39 29.76 56.84 
8.10 7.15 8.15 7.83 19.62 17.42 13.43 15.05 14.79 14.30 12.24 13. 11 

30-39 0 0 I 0 1 3 4 0 1 4 5 
0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 25.00 75.00 0.00 20.00 80.00 
0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.04 . 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.03 

50-59 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
0.00 33.33 66.67 0.00 33.33 66.67 

0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 

70-79 1 0 0 0 0 4 4 1 0 4 5 
100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 )00.00 20.00 0.00 80.00 

0.13 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.04 

80-89 67 96 169 67 
" 448 134 617 1068 332 221 736 317 

20.18 28.92 50.90 9.10 30.03 60.87 12.55 29.68 57.77 
8.48 7.30 7.78 7.76 6.11 7.32 5.98 6.34 7.10 7.31 6.38 6.72 

, 
90-99 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 ~ 

.I a 0.00 50.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 " \, 

0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 
!l
j 

!i 
:1 
1 

;1 
\1 

U 

* t , 

\ 
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TABLE 9b (cant. ) 

COHORT II MALES 

WHITE NONWHITE ALL 

Ser lousness Offender Group Offender Group Offender Group 
Score 2-lt 5+ . Total 2-4 5+ Total 2-" 5+ Tota " 

100-199 324 487 520 1331 228 659 1228 2115 552 1146 1748 3446 
24.34 36.59 39.07 10.78 31. 16 58.06 16.02 33.26 50.73 
41.01 37.03 23.93 31. " 20.80 21.82 16.38 18.2i 29.27 26.44 18.08 2 1.69 

200-299 58 70 167 295 87 209 515 811 145 279 682 1106 
19.66 23.73 56.61 10.73 25.77 63.50 13.11 25.23 61.66 6.96 
7.34 5.32 7.69 6.90 7.94 6.92 6.87 6.98 7.69 6.44 7.05 6.96 

300-399 51 103 119 273 71 176 360 607 122 279 479 880 
18.68 37.37 43.59 I I .70 29.00 59.31 13.86 31.70 54."3 
6.46 7.83 5.48 6.38 6.48 5.83 4.80 5.23 6.47 6."4 4.95 5.54 

400-499 25 40 87 152 42 116 268 426 67 156 355 578 
16.45 26.32 57.24 9.86 27.23 62.91 11.59 26.99 61 .42 
3.16 3.04 4.00 3.55 3.83 3.84 3.57 3.67 3.55 3.60 3.67 3.64 

500-599 13 26 56 95 13 60 150 223 26 86 206 318 
13.68 27.37 58.95 5.83 26.91 67.26 8.18 27.04 64.78 
1.65 1.98 2.58 2.22 L 19 1.99 2.00 1.92 1.38 . 1.98 2.13 2.00 

600-699 12 25, 77 114 26 58 346 430 38 83 423 5"4 
10.53 21.93 67.54 6.05 13.49 80.47 6.99 15.26 77.76 

1.52 1.90 3.54 2.66 2.37 1.92 4.62 3.70 2.01 1.91 4.37 3.42 i 
,1 
;" 

i1 700-799 II 23 69 103 32 55 205 292 43 78 274 395 :1 
,~ ,( 

i: 10.68 22.33 66.99 10.96 18.84 70.21 10.89 19.75 69.37 
il 1.39 J. 75 3. ) 8 2.41 2.92 1.82 2.73 2.5~ 2.28 1.80 2.83 2.49 

800-899 22 38 54 114 35 106 299 440 57 144 353 554 
19.30 33.33 47.37 7.95 211.09 67.95 10.29 25.99 63.72 
2.78 2.89 2.49 2.66 3.19 3.51 3.99 3.79 3.02 3.32 3.65 3.49 

t 
~ ~ 

~ \ \" " ;"r 

'\ 
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Seriousness 
Score 

900-999 

1000-1999 

2000-2999 

3000-3999 

4000+ 

Total 

20 
10.42 
2.53 

85 
11.23 
10.76 

8 
16.67 
1.01 

1 
10.00 
0.13 

2 
28.57 
0.25 

790 
18.47 

WHITE 

Offender Group 
2-" 5+ . 

56 116 
29.17 60.42 
4.26 5.34 

186 486 
24.57 64.20 
14.1" 22.37 

22 18 
45.83 37.50 

1.67 0.83 

4 5 
40.00 50.00 
0.30 0.23 

2 3 
28.57 42.86 
0.15 o. 14 

1315 2173 
30.74 50.79 

Total 

192 

4.49 

757 

17.70 

48 

1. 12 

10 

0.23 

7 

0.16 

4~78 
100.00 

Percents given are row and column respectively. 
1 

TABLE 9b (cant.) 

COHORT II MALES 

NONWHITE 

Offender Group 
2-4 5+ Total 

50 144 470 664 
7.53 21.69 70.78 
4.56 4.77 6.27 5.72 

174 552 1796 2522 
6.90 21.89 71.21 

15.88 18.28 23.96 2 1.72 

15 33 164 212 
7.08 15.57 77 .36 
1. 37 1.09 2.19 1.83 

7 10 56 73 
9.59 13.70 76.71 
0.64 0.33 0.75 0.63 

5 28 56 89 
5.62 31.46 62.92 
0.46 0.93 0.75 0.77 

1096 3020 7497 11613 
9.44 26.01 64.56 100.00 

70 
8.18 
3.71 

259 
7.90 

13.73 

23 
8.85 
1.22 

8 
9.64 
0.42 

7 
7.29 
0.37 

1886 
11.87 

ALL 

Offender Group 
2-4 5+ Total 

200 
23.36 
4.61 

738 
22.51 
17.02 

55 
2} • 15 
1.27 

14 
16.87 
0.32 

30 
31.25 
0.69 

4335 
27.28 

586 
68.46 
6.06 

2282 
69.59 
23.60 

182 
70.00 

1.88 

61 
73.49 
0.63 

59 
61 .46 
0.61 

856 

5.39 

3279 

20.63 

260 

1.64 

83 

0.52 

96 

0.60 

9670 15891 
60.85 100.00 

i 
,; 

\ 
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TABLE lOa 
.. 

PROBABILITY OF COMMITTING ONE OR MORE SELECT OFFENSES BY RACE 

COHORT I 

NUMBER ANY OFFENSE* UCR VIOLENT·-n'; UCR PROPERTY·'n'; 

,Nonwhl te White All Nonwh I te White All Nonwhite White All 

1+ .5017 .2866 .3lt9lt .207lt .0292 .1038 .lt526 . 272lt .3lt79 

2+ . 65lt5 .lt502 .5358 . 238lt .0508 ' .2077 .lt628' .3018 .3895 
. 

3+ .7lt08 . 5566 .6509 .2916 .6666 .3066 .5377 .lt216 .lt968 

It+ .7577 .6581 .7161 .2380 .5000 .2608 .6219 .5000 .5854 

5+ .7794 .6]06 .7223 .4000 .5000 .5000 .5000 .6000 .5255 

6+ .78ltl .6571 .7416 .5000 .3333 .7058 .5238 .6527 

7+ .813lt .7391 .7913 .5000 .3333 .7222 .lt545 .6595 

8+ .8157 .6372 .7663 .5000 .3333 .6153 .8000 .6lt51 

9+ .8i56 .738lt .8014 .lt375 .7500 .5000 
- -, 10+ .8531 .7291 .8266 .8571 .6666 .8000 

*lnitla1 probability based on subjects as denominator. 
,,',* 

Ini'tlal probability based on delinquents as denominator. 

\ " ,., 
l' 
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TABLE lOb 
o 

PROBABILITY OF COMMITTING ONE OR MORE SELECT OFFENSES BY RACE 

COHORT II MALES 

NUM8ER ANY OFFENSE* UCR V 10LENT,'d. UCR PROPERTY,'d. 

Nonwhite Whl te A II Nonwhite White All Nonwhite Whl te All 

1+ .4130 .2312 .3263 .3284 .1208 .2582 .2701 .1805 .2398 

2+ .6317 .lt806 .5806 .3765 .1739 : .3445 .3238 .3127 .3209 

3+ .7442 .6516 .7183 .5121 ,2500 .4912 .4559 .5232 .4726 

4+ ·7320 .7064 .7253 .4867 .5000 .4873 .5210 .5333 .5243 

5+ .7702 .7091 .7551 .6304 .2500 .6145 .5483 .5000 .5348 

6+ .7926 .7824 .7902 .6206 .2500 .6271 .1352 .7500 .7391 

7+ .7767 .7700 .7751 .5555 .25GJ .5675 .720'0 .5555 .6764 

8+ .8131 .7708 .8034 .5000 .2500 .5238 .6666 .5555 .7391 

9+ .8560 .8108 .8461 .6000 .2500 .. 6363 .9166 .8000 .8823 
!~~ . 

10+ .8230 .8000 .8181 .6000 ,8571 .6666 .7500 .8000 

J. 

"Initial probability based on subjects as denominator. 

**Initial probability based on delinquents as denominator. 

\ 
G 
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TABLE l1a 
Mt!t11l SCriOIl!llt!:S Scon. Pint to Fiftt!t!nth Of/t!n!t! by Offt!nu Type. 

Offense Cambi· 
Number AU Offenses Nonindcx Injury Theft Damage nation 

1 94.3311 23.71 330.95 183.04 157.39 291.18 
2 108.3156 26.44 346.07 185.37 164:96 324.68 
3 111.8579 30.39 371.48 192.85 160.86 295.01 
4 126.3774 33.57 438.67 189.02 164.97 316.25 
5 131.1587 35.60 417.l! 187.88 157.91 345.88 
6 113.104'7 27,28 414.61 192.21 250.00 296.,54 
7 146.8272 32.76 453.,53 175.46 170.78 360.43 
8 147.4677 37.86 ,560.47 176.02 200.00 294.74 
9 141.7353 37.21 478.72 217.46 193.00 252.92 

10 150.2412 30.91 494.72 176.25 200.00 307.14 
11 120.4559 33.43 300.00 194.97 74.00 289.68 
12 150.1371 44.44 392.25 200.46 184.25 498.14 
13 139.9750 47.10 329.57 222.00 !66.67 290.5,5 
14 180.5775 59.73 606.70 205.00 116.00 289.64 
15 166.0907 45.26 900.00 173.50 0.0 532.71 

, 
~ 
i 
fl 

! Ii 

~ 
II 

I 
~ , 
I 
" 

1 
~ I 
I , 
1 , 

j 

t 
I 

1 
1 

d 
Ii n 
Ii 

" 

1i ·1 

~I 
II ,1 
II 

~ J 
1 , 

(1 
)1 
~ 

Offense All 
Number Offenses 

430.62 

2 489.86 

3 556.45 

4 611. 10 

5 616.79 

6 675.57 

7 699. 16 

8 726.79 

9 818.24 

10 760.31 

11 747.62 

12 759.16 

13 859.30 

14 744.85 

15 879.45 

• 
.. 

UX?::'::;!:: __ -:::'-;~~-~);c"" 

TABLE lIb 

MEAN SERIOUSNESS SCORE, FIRST TO 
FIFTEENTH OFFENSE BY OFFENSE TYPE 

COHORT I I MALES 

Nonindex I nj ury Theft 

151.89 1154.04 876.67 

157.57 1284.37 933.91 

166.81 150l';. 51 978.14 

214.61 1285.65 979.05 

199.52 1473.44 985.63 

251 .41 1430.25 982.80 

239.26 1550.53 1051.43 

238.29 1431.26 1002.16 

292.21 1782.50 1092.61 

285.72 1300.74 1110.81 

307.02 1238.36 1045.21 

273.64 1221 .30 1143.15 

358.60 1728.82, 1090.87 

309.44 1393.81 1088.52 

400.36 1522.86 T144.87 

Damage Combination 

458.59 1243.00 

497.11 1355.37 

533. 13 1334.13 

537.75 1358.52 

528.95 1336.28 

551 .53 1397.39 

529.03 1369.72 

580.78 1347.46 

579.15 1394.40 

650.69 1395.58 

673.77 1607.93 

659.25 1518.07 

672.00 1217.59 

766.00 1313.76 

749.89 1489.43 
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